Powering Negros Woman for Tomorrow Foundation’s (NWTF) Future with VMware SD-WAN

NWTF is a microfinance institution in Philippines which has been providing sustainable financial developmental services and helping women in the country achieve self-sufficiency to live dignified and independent lives. NWTF partnered with VMware to support its rapid expansion across the Philippines’ rural and urban areas, and the partnership has empowered NWTF’s staff members to effectively address frequent network downtime, and provide enhanced customer experiences with the deployment of VMware SD-WAN solutions.

**Business needs**
- Network instability caused frequent downtime, of up to days, for branch offices
- Significant upfront investments to enable on-premises broadband for branch offices
- Challenge for NWTF to provide clients with on-demand financial services
- Silo-ed network management causes difficulties in network monitoring and troubleshooting

**Impact**
- Uptime of network significantly empowered staff’s productivity across branches
- Accelerated go-to-market branch office deployment that scales with business growth
- Enabling enhanced service levels and customers experiences for 600,000 banking users
- 16 percent cost savings on telco budgets, freeing more resources for NWTF’s core mission


"VMware is a pioneer in the networking sector and highly regarded by our peers in the industry. We made a strategic move to utilize VMware SD-WAN to simplify our branch and remote site deployments, in order to scale up fast and future proof our organization."

EMMA GARCIA
SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT, NWTF
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**STRATEGIC IT PRIORITIES**

- Virtual Cloud Network
- Edge Networking

**VMWARE FOOTPRINT**

VMware SD-WAN™
VMware Professional Services

Negros Woman for Tomorrow Foundation (NWTF) has expanded its digital banking offerings across branch offices in the Philippines with #VMware SD-WAN, together enabling improved financial inclusion and female empowerment across rural and urban areas of the country.